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Thursday, March 20, 1986

Loyola medalist, student achievement winners announced
by Denise Murphy

\
Student achievement award winners are John Habetz, Tony George, Gina Zarlengo, Steve
Humes, and Brian Sutton. Missing is Barbara Valentine.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

Loyola medalist John Mancini
[Photo by Karen Haney]

BC seeks coach, Mitch considered
by David Wunsch

Mitch Buonaguro is reportedly being
considered for the head coaching job at
Boston College.
Articles in Tlw Boston Globe and local
Connecticut newspapers say that along with
Buonaguro, two other B.C. alumni are also
up for the position. The coaching job was
made available when former head coach
Gary Williams announced his resignation.
Robert Dukiet 70, now the head coach
of St. Peters in Jersey City, and St.
Bonaventure's head coach, James O'Brien
71 are also being considered.
Mitch Buonaguro said, "They haven't approached me. All I know is what's been
written in the papers." He declined further
comment.
Buonaguro was Rollie Massimino's top

assistant coach for eight seasons before engineering Fairfield's dramatic turnaround
this past season. The Stags finished the season at 24 and 7, and made its first appearance in the NCAA Tournament. A 1975
graduate of Boston College, Buonaguro
played for the B.C. Eagles for four years
and continued as an assistant coach for two
more years.
Bob Dukiet coached MA AC rival St.
Peters to a 16-12 record this season and an
overall record for seven seasons of 135-64.
He responded to the reports by saying, "I'm
working hard recruiting for St. Peters. I
have no time to worry about hearsay." He
also refused to comment further.
St. Bonaventure's O'Brien would not
comment on whether or not he was up for
consideration. He is in his fourth year of

Byron lectures on poverty
by Connie McKenna

The second in a series of lectures on the
theme of the American economy was
presented Tuesday night by Fr. William
J.Byron, S.J. The lecture, entitled "Poverty
and Power" was held in the Oakroom and
was presented to a large crowd of mostly
non-student adults.
Byron, the author of the book Toward
Stewardship and of over eighty articles in
the past twenty-five years began his lecture
by discussing what economist Galbraith
labels as one of the two types of poverty ;that
which affects only minorities.
Byron stated that blacks and hispanics
suffer poverty disproportionate to that
which whites suffer, and that poverty
among children is increasing rapidly, citing that while 47 percent of black children
live in poverty, only 15 percent of nonminority children live in such conditions.Children's poverty is "linked to such
factors as divorce, teen-age pregnancies,
and the ease in which fathers are able to
physically and financially able to abandon
their families,"stated Byron.He asserted
that education is an "extraordinarily effective poverty fighting device," but added that
the child must be rooted in a stable family
environment in order for education to be

the most effective.
A 73 percent decline in standard of living is what mosl women experience their
first year after divorce, while their husbands usually experience a 42 percent increase in their standard of living. Since most
women obtain custody of their children,
stated Byron, "this creates an economic
difficulty." To prevent teen-age pregnancies, Byron asserted that education must
"foster the life of the mind of the young and
sway their decisions away from instant
gratification."
To help impoverished minority children,
stated Byron, communities must have a
genuine regard for the improvement of education, and must "believe, again, that
schools can make a difference."What Byron believes is an integral part of this program is the power on behalf of teachers to
remove students who have the ability but
lack motivation."Students who want to learn
must be protected from those who don't."
In recognizing education as one of the
most powerful weapons with which to combat poverty, Byron acknowledged, "Children, now poor, have no hope of
overcoming poverty without mastery of
words and numbers, which are the qualitative and quantitative measures of our
society."

coaching for the Bonnies. O'Brien was captain of his B.C. squad and was the leading
scorer in his day.
The Boston College Athletic Department
responded to the articles by saying, "What
you see in the newspapers, is what everyone knows at Boston College." When asked
who had the edge of the three candidates,
they responded, "We have no information
at this time."
Sources say the interviews are being held
this week and a decision should be announced within the next two weeks.

Six Fairfield University seniors have
been chosen as recipients of Student
Achievement Awards. In addition, John
Mancini has been announced as the winner
of the Loyola medal, the highest honor to
be bestowed upon a graduate.
According to Steve Jacobs, Assistant
Provost and Chairman of the 13 member
Awards Committee, the nominees are
reviewed based on two elements: academics and extracurricular involvement. Jacobs
commented, "The goal of the committee
was to select the students who are truly
representative of the outstanding students
at Fairfield." He also remarked, "Traditionally, only four students have been chosen.
However, this year we had such a qualified pool that we increased the number.
Jacobs described the selection process as
a "spirited review, one in which there was
a great deal of give and take". He said that
several members of the administration including Fr. William Cullen, Chaplain, Fr.
Higgins, Executive Assistant to the President, and Mr. Fitzpatrick, Dean of University Activities, were involved with the
process. "Because these people interact with
the students on a daily basis," he stated,
"their input was very helpful."
The winners of the Student Achievement
Awards are as follows: Tony George,
Basketball; Stephen Humes, The Mirror;
John Habitz, Campus Ministry; Brian Sutton, Resident Advisors; Barbara Valentine,
Accounting; and Gina Zarlenga, F.U.S.A.
The Student Achievement Awards will
be presented at an invitation dinner to be
held on Friday, April 25, in the Oak Room.
The Loyola Medal will be given to John
Mancini by Rev. Aloysius P. Kelly, President on graduation day. May 18.

Stags end season
by Donna Savarese

Making it to the NCAAs meant a financial reward for the team and a chance to
compete on a level with the country's best
basketball teams in the NCAA Tournament.
Each playoff level that a school is able
to advance to means a certain amount of
money for that school. The further the
school goes, the more money is made according to reports. For making it to the first
round, Fairfield will make a projected
amount of $167,000 according to the
NCAAs. However, the university actually
keeps forty percent of this. The remaining
sixty percent is distributed among the other
teams in the MAAC. The forty percent is
institutional income and the university de-

Fr. William J. Byron, S.J.

cides what it will do with the money based
on its priorities.
According to Mitch Buonaguro, head
coach of the Stags, the school made no
money from NCAA tournament ticket
sales. The NCAA makes every school in
the tournament buy a certain number of
tickets for the games from them. This along
with TV rights and other money-making
plans allows them to make millions of dollars every year. Buonaguro compares the
NCAA to a "big business operation."
This was the most successful year in Stag
history. For the first time they were able
to break into the NCAAs. "That's what
made the whole thing so exciting and special," says Buonaguro.

[Photo by Karen Haney]
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Astronaut to speak
by Denise Murphy
Charles "Pete" Conrad, former National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(N.A.S.A.) Astronaut will speak at Fairfield on Wenesday, March 26, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Campus Center Oak Room. Conrad,
who served as an astronaut for N.A.S.A.
from 1962-1973, will talk about his personal experiences during his 11 year involvement with the NASA and discuss his
perspective of the future of the Shuttle
program.
According to Jeff Ford, FUSA Arts and
Lectures Coordinator, Conrad was chosen
following the Shuttle tragedy from amongst
a group of three former astronauts. Conrad was space commander for the Apollo
12 second lunar landing mission and for the
Gemini 11 mission which broke the world
space altitude record at 850 miles. He also

led the first three man astronaut team to live
in the Skylab 2 Orbital Workshop. In recognition of these achievements he has been
chosen as the recipient of the Congressional
Space Medal of Honor and two N.A.S.A.
Exceptional Service Medals.
Tickets will be available on the evening
of the 26th at the door. Admission will be
$3.00 for students and $5.00 for the general public.
FUSA Arts and Lectures has also planned
for Max Weinberg, the drummer for Bruce
Springsteen's band, to visit Fairfield. This
lecture has been scheduled for Saturday,
April 5. Weinberg has agreed to deliver a
lecture, present a slide show, and perform
with a local band. The band chosen to play
with Weinberg was selected at Battle of the

Astronaut Charles "Pete" Conrad
Bands, a competition helll in the Stag-Her
Inn on Thursday, March 6. The winner was
"Shut-Up And Drive".

Campus
NewsBriefs
by Stephen J. Humes

Cheers

Boos
To state troopers in every state along the
east coast from Connecticut to Florida. . .(especially Virginia. . .$254 ouch!
The 24-hour drive is miserable enough
without them). . .and to Moira'scar which
was towed in Key West... to peeling suntans . .. they ought to last at least a week
considering the time spent getting
them... to the vacancy in the head coaching position at B. C.. . .We need you,
Mitch!... To the Phone Company - for welcoming us back to school with phone bills
in our mailboxes!!

To all the road trippers and tailgaters who
made it to North Carolina for the NCAA
finals to witness the valiant effort of the
Stags. . . and to the half time baton twirler
and the Stag Maniacs who backed her up
on "Johnny B. Goode"... to St. Patty's Day
Celebrations... we certainly have enough
Irish on this campus (even though everyone's Irish on St. Patrick's Day) - to keep
the parties strong all night long. . .and to
the up and coming Luck of the Roomate
Dance... and the roomates who've gone
around getting dates for each one. . .will
we be lucky or not?... to the cheerleaders
and pep band who've loyally performed at
most every game. . .we appreciate all
you've done to keep the Stags rolling
along. . .to everyone's relaxing Spring
Breaks... and all the tan bodies on campus.

Scholarship Announced
The Staff Association has reported that
they are currently seeking applicants for
their 8th annual scholarship. Applications
are available to full-time university students
who are members of the class of '87, and
may be picked up in a number of locations
including the info booth and the financial
aid office. All applications must be returned

to Irene Keating, Alumni Relations Office,
or to Linda White in Student Services no
later than March 25, 1986.
Campus Ministry Announces
An Urban Retreat will be held on Saturday, March 22, in inner city Bridgeport.
The program features a meeting with exconvicts who will share some stories with
students. The time will be from 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., for more information, contact Susan Connery in Campus Ministry,
ground floor of Loyola.
Career Seminar Slated
The Career Planning Center will conduct
a seminar next Wednesday co-sponsored by
Chrysler-Plymouth and Business Week's
Guide to Careers. Two sessions of the program will be held in the Oak Room on
March 25. One, from 3:30 to 6:00 p.m.,
the other from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. The program is designed for juniors. Students may
sign up and direct further inquiries in the
CPC.
Mirror Election Scheduled
Elections for Editor-in-Chief of the Mirror are scheduled for Monday night, March
24 in the Bannow 3rd floor faculty lounge
at 7 p.m. The new Editor will assume
responsibilities for the '86 - '87 school year
on March 27. Editors and staff members
are urged to attend, and interested students
may come to observe the process. Direct
further inquires to the Mirror.
Stag head still missing
The head to the Stag costume disappeared
the trip to Madison Square Garden. Anyone with information may direct it to Phyllis Fitzpatrick in Bellarmine management
information office or to the Mirror.
"Luck" Dance Planned
The Luck of the Roommate dance is
planned for Saturday night in the Main Dining Room. Tickets have sold out. Kivetsky
is the band.
Living Stations of the Cross
Students will be acting out the stations of
the cross. This program is designed to make
people aware of Lent & events leading to
Easter. This takes place on campus tomorrow. Contact Campus Ministry for details.

[SUPER DISC0UN

WINES & SPIRITS
353 POST R0., FAIRFIELD • 259-7795
Located between Grand Union & Russell Chevrolet
^
Next to Wash Tub Laundry

BEER
Bud or Bud Light Suitcases 24/12 oz
Coors or Coors Light Suitcases 24/12 oz

9.99
9.99

Miller Lite Suitcases 24/12 oz
: Student Loans

LOW-COST
T>w Banking Crater

H

DC

Li:

BACKPACK.
—

-777"

The Banking Center can help pay your
college tuition, and help carry your books. Take
out a student loan with us, and receive a free,
rugged nylon backpack.*
Undergraduates can borrow $2,500 a year at
a low 8%* fixed rate, with no repayment until
after graduation.
We have something for parents, too: Parent
loans, lines of credit, and other ways to finance
education.
For more information, use our toll-free
number, handy coupon, or stop at any branch
office of The Banking Center.
'First-time loans only; Backpack offer expires 9115/86

Mickey Malt 24/12 oz Bottle
VODKA

wr

7&T

1.75 Wolfschmidt 80°
750 Absolut 80°

I

Call Mon. - Thurs. 9:00 to 7:30. Fh. 9:00 to 4:30

9.99
6.99
7.49
5.99
8.99
6.99
6.99
7.99
14.99
12.99
11.99
11.99

5.99
Was

Now

12.69
12.19

9.99
9.57

l want a free backpack!

Smirnoff 80° 1.75. . .Was 16.55

Send information on:
□ Guaranteed Student Loans
□ Parent Loans for Undergraduates
□ Other Loan Options
Name
Address City
State
Phone/Day
Phone/Evening

Final Cost with 2.00 Mail-in Rebate
GIN

1.75 Gordon's
750 Tanqueray

Zip

Waterbury. CT 06702

M

The Banking Center
Offices serving Waterbury, Bethel, Bethlehem, Brookfield. Cheshire, Newtown, Oakville,
Prospect, Southington, Southbury, Watertown, Vvblcott and Woodbury.

Now 12.99
1 0.99
Was

Now

15.95
12.49

12.49
9.99

CHAMPAGNE
Was
Now
750 J. Roget
3.99
2.99
750 M & R Asti
12.15
7.99
750 Taylor Champagne
7.98
5.49
750 Moet White Star
23.99
15.99
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES ALL SALE ITEMS CASH AND CARRY
ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX * PLUS BOTTLE DEPOSIT
Not Responsible For Typographical Errors

Mall to: The Banking Center
Marketing Services Group
60 North Main Street

1-800-992-2247
Local Waterbury area 755-1885

9.99

Stroh's (New 30 can pack)
Schaefer Exports 24/12 oz Bot
Stroh's Exports 24/12 oz Bot
Weidemann's Suitcases
Tuborg Lt/DK 24/12 oz Bot
Reingold 24/12 oz Cans
Old Milwaukee 24/12 oz Cans
Pabst Blue Ribbon 24/12 oz Cans
Heineken Lt/12 oz Bot
Moosehead 24/12 oz Bot
Molson Golden Loose
Molson Golden Light

ft
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Job Seminar planned
by Christine Donovan

Are you wondering what job you"re qualified for with the major you've chosen? The
Alumni Relations Office can help guide you
toward the appropriate career. All you must
do is attend an Alumni Professional Evening Seminar down at Southwell Hall.
These seminars are informal meetings between students and professionals in the
Fairfield area. The seminars are designed
to give students a chance to learn more
about a career and ask any questions they
may have. The ambiance at Southwell Hall
allows a more relaxed approach and makes
the student feel he is getting a personalized
answer to his question.
The first seminar, presented by Joe Driscoll. was for a career in financial planning.
Joe, a 1971 Fairfield graduate, was a Stags
basketball player who majored in Economics and minored in Psychology. He and his
wife Patricia, a 1972 Fairfield graduate,
have their own lucrative business in Stamford called Corporate Planning Consul-

tants, Inc. Joe stressed the fact that you can
do whatever you want and realize your
potential if you are driven and selfmotivated.
Finance professor Dr. Gerry Madden
said that Joe presented a thorough and interesting discussion on careers in financial
planning. "The informality of the session
generated a healthy flow of questions and
answers."
The students who attended the seminar
were equally positive about the event. Guy
Irace, a junior, felt that the informal atmosphere encouraged students to ask questions. Furthermore, he thought it was "good
to see alumni who have become successful. They're role models who give students
confidence that they, too, can do well in
their careers."
More of these Alumni Professional Evening Seminars are being planned for a variety of majors. Signs will be posted in the
Campus Center indicating the time and the
career being discussed. All students are encouraged.

ttiUtf*

33 3
This final score doesn't begin to tell the story of the Stags this year.[Photo by Joe Draper]

Payhouse season concludes
The playhouse will conclude its season
with the hit Broadway musical "A Funny
Thing Happened On The Way to the Forum", the famous Shevlove-GelbartSondheim story of songs, comedy, love and
mayhem in ancient Rome. The show will
run April 18th through 23rd and the cast
includes:
Sennex
Domina
Hero

MIRROR

Campus
Calendar
by Denise Graziano
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Mark Kerrigan
Stephanie Steifel
Peter Holland

Friday

Thursday

• SNA 1 Health Fair Oakroom
11 a.n i.-4 p.m.
• Stude nt Legislature meeting
Facult y Meeting Rm. 7:30 p.m.
• Pi Sig ma Alpha raffle sales
C.C. L obby, Dinner
• Navy Recruiting C.C Lobby, Lunch
• Faith i Justice meeting
Bannc 3w Faculty Lounge 7:30 p.m.
• Glee ( Dlub Gonzaga Aud.
5:30 f a.m.

Hysterium
Sean Lawless
Pseudolus
Alan Minieri
Erronius
John Heraghty
Miles Gloriosus
Kevin Peters
Lycus
Eddie Ambrosino
Tintinabula
Linda Williams
Panacea . .
Bianca Salshovarian
Vibrata
John Colasuro
Gymnasia
Barbara Hanrahan
Philia
Sally Szabo
The ProteansMike Leblanc, Pete Bolger,
Tripp Tyner

22

Evening of Music: Richard Goode,
pianist Oakroom 8 p.m.
Student Tix: $3
Pi Sigma Alpha raffle sales
C.C. Lobby, Lunch; drawing
C.C. Lobby, Dinner
Traffic Court Faculty
Meeting Room 8:30 a.m.
Drama Club Faculty Dining
Room 7 p.m.

Saturday

• Irish Society presents Luck of the
Roomate Dance, Main Dining
Room 9 p.m.
• Upward Bound meeting
Faculty Dining Room Noon
• Peer Counselors meeting
Faculty Dining/Mtg. Rooms 4 p.m.

Information for the calendar may
be submitted in writing to Box P
or to the Mirror.

23

Monday

24

Sunday

• Mirrc >r meeting Bannow Faculty
Lour ge 7 p.m.
• Cho ale Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
• Orie itation meeting N214 7 p.m.
• Acac femic council FOB350
4:30 p.m.

Peer Counselors meeting
Faculty Dining Room 7 a.m.

i

Tuesday
Business Week Career Seminar
Oakroom 3:30 p.m. and
7-9:30 p.m.
Circle K meeting Bannow Faculty
Lounge 7 p.m.
Alpha Mu Gamma Candy Sales
C.C. Lobby, Lunch & Dinner
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud.
5:30 p.m.
Alpha Sigma Nu meeting B135
6 p.m.
Softball v. Univ. of Hartford
Barlow Field 3 p.m.
Baseball v. Pace Alumni Field
3 p.m.

See How We've Grown!
The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

So Much More Than Balloons!
Visit our exciting Card. Gift X Party Shop

Hartford National Corporation, one of New England's
largest and most rapidly expanding financial institutions
is seeking outstanding Accounting Graduates for positions on our Corporate, Internal Audit Staff. These positions offer broad exposure to banking and future career
opportunities throughout the whole corporation.
Hartford National Corporation will be on campus on
March 24. Please see your college placement office for
more information and to sign up for a campus interview.
In addition, resumes can be sent to:

Featuring the finest in greeting cards, gift's giltwraps.
stuffed animals potpourri, party goods, stationery and lots mun
• Balloon Delhcries • Gorillas • Clowns • Sin^iiiK lelcfiranis
• Belly Dancers • Bunnirs • Male Strippers • I'amla Bears
• Magicians * Helium lank Rentals * Decorations

^U /O v^JLl any in store purchase with this card*
Free Postage Stamp* with every greeting card you purchase
>.,I,.I

,.,,

I.„V,..I

,.,r.i-i

1844 Post Rd. Fairfield, CT (off exit 21 1-95)
Fairfield
255-9896

Norwalk
852-1876

• FUSA Lecture: Peter "Bud"
Conrad, Astronaut Oakroom 8
p.m.
• SNA lecture Nursing Aud. 8 p.m.
• Alpha Mu Gamma Candy Sales
C.C. Lobby, Lunch & Dinner
• Middle East Forum C21
7:30 p.m.
• FUSA Cabinet meeting
C300 6 p.m.
• Chorale Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.

Attention
Accounting
Majors

afy®UflNI§l

from our large selection tn..i

26 Wednesday

Corporation

New Haven
787-1876

Hartford National Corporation is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer M/F/H/V

*nol \aliH aitfi am other di-enunl. balloon* & deliveries mil included

i-atomi

V

.(TjdLcxj'.V Into !.■■

Maura A. Kearney
Sr. Employment Representative
Hartford
National Corporation
777 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06115
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Editorials
Be People Smart
The concept of "College Life" contains many ideas surrounding the experiences
students encounter during their years of higher education. These experiences
include classroom lectures; residence hall living, off-campus living or commuter
life; and social life including friendships and extra-curricular activities.
All of these dimensions of college life are equally important. However, the
last one mentioned is the only one which is voluntary for the student. Because
it is voluntary, this is often considered unnecessary by students too preoccupied
with academics. This is the central problem.
Of course, students attend college for classroom education first and foremost.
But, that education must be supplemented by integrating the newly-acquired education with the society of students. It is one thing to be book smart, and another
thing to be people smart.
The most urgent message that the Mirror's current editorial board can pass
on to the student body is this: All students owe it to themselves and the students
they live with to get involved. Be active. Join clubs. Challenge your professors.
Challenge the administration. Question why things are done both in our own
microcosmic world on North Benson Road, and in the so-called "Real World."
All of us on the Editorial Board agree that we are better informed by being
active. We feel we learn more, have more fun, and have more control over our
"college lives."
Take this story for an example.Recently, one of our editors commented to
a student that there was a rumor Mitch Buonaguro might leave. The student said,
"Who's he, a player?"
Don't ever be afraid to get involved and learn what's happening.
We wish you well in the remainder of your college years.

WHKTh/E DO?
|00K HOW MUCH Witt,
W10ADIS
THAN YouRS-<

^CjVlC'wilfcW

CoHefle Press Setvice

Times of change at the Mirror: The Inside Scoop
Nearly four years ago, my name appeared on these pages for the first time.
Now, over 100 editions later, my name is
appearing on the Fairfield Mirror's masthead for the last time.
For me, memories of the Mirror date
back to the Fall of 1982. My friends and
I used to bring the Mirror to lunch. We'd
peruse through the issue while eating lunch
and planning for the weekend. It was filled
with old news, poorly-written features,
hypercritical editorials, and Boos and
Cheers which did little more than occupy
space. It was fun to laugh at the Mirror,
at least for awhile.
But, I stopped laughing one day, and
decided to join the paper. That decision has
changed my life.
I've learned almost as much while running the newspaper as I have in all the classes I've ever taken here. No class lecture
could possibly compete with the lessons one
learns by trying to motivate people to contribute to the paper. The experiences of the
weekly deadlines, the pressure of getting
a Wednesday-night election story into
Thursday morning's paper, these can't be
taught, or even explained. Another example is the lesson that even the most hard-

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Associate Editors
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Politics
Features
Arts and Entertainment
Sports
Asst. Sports
Photographv^^ft
Asst. Photography
Graphtaf\ 4:

Stephen J. Humes
Denise Murphy
Melissa Campanclli
David Wunsch
Kathryn King
Connie McKenna
Lisa Boyne
Robin Kingston
Nancy Cusack
Joseph Draper
Robert Amoroso
Dave DeFusco
Paul Fabbri
Gareth Charter
Karen Haney
£my Steiner
nk Locke
, Gr\ggWard
Miflhew^vlurphy

BUSINESS
ScottjTowers
Advertising
Asst. Advertising
.'■" Sam/Faillace
ISM*1'
Business Manager
%Jfeen Santopietro
'^nne Marier
Public Relations
Asst. Public Relations
^farie Mateos
Production Manager \ 9 *>J3fceigh Danenberg
Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor.
Telephone-254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct-255-8802. Layout every Sunday night. Ad
deadline Friday afternoon. The Mirror is published every Thursday during the academic year,
with special editions published monthly on Mondays by The Fairfield Mirror, Inc. All rights
reserved. Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror, Inc.

hitting, provocative, or controversial
editorial the Mirror writes seems to go
almost unnoticed because people rarely, if
ever, write letters to the editor.
Be a part of it
The only way students can understand
such feelings is to become a part of it, or
come have a seat in the Mirror office on
a Sunday or Monday night. Even the most
casual observer will be amazed at how order
in Thursday's paper can come from the
madness in the Mirror office earlier in the
week.
How does it work? I don't know for sure.
But, one solid element is dedication. Why
else would anyone ever want to give up
hours each week for a stressful extracurricular activity? I have learned to push myself and the people who are "the Mirror"
to always try to give 100 percent. Certainly we don't always reach that goal, but we
try.
It is with this spirit, that the Mirror has
advanced from a newspaper which was
published sometimes on Thursday and
sometimes on Friday, (depending on
whether or not a holiday fell during that
week) to a newspaper which comes out every Thursday. And when you do see it appear, the majority of the readers are not
laughing at the errors or irresponsible journalism.
College newspapers ranked
In fact, in an article published recently
in Rolling Stone magazine, college
newspapers around the country were discussed and criticized. The author mentioned
all the major issues which college
newspapers are handling this year. The
Mirror has dealt with all the same subjects.
Furthermore, I was surprised that what the
author said was lacking in college
newspapers is articles discussing racism on
campus and minority-student treatment. We
at the Mirror have been working on this
very story since January.
This is not to say that the Mirror is perfect, or even great. But the spirit of quality
journalism lives at the Mirror and is still
advancing. I hope that next year, and in
years following, the paper can continue to
improve. As the school continues to achieve
in academic excellence, and programs such
as the Communication Arts major continue
to grow, the media on campus will explore
new trends in journalism.
But what of it all? Is the incredible burden worth it for students such as me?
I know the Mirror has been a rewarding
experience for me. But at what a cost? My
housemates and close friends can tell you
about my sleepless nights, the arguements

1

with people, the debates with others about
how we could best handle a story, and the
criticisms. I hear constant criticisms on
Thursdays, even while trying to relax in the
Stag-her. But, of course, the criticisms and
complements go with the turf.
First Impressions Last
Two years ago, when I first became a section editor for the paper, I can remember
another editor tell ing me something of what
it means to become the Editor-in-Chief. I'll
never forget the impression I got when she
said, "The Editor doesn't just run the paper,
he marries it. It becomes his whole life for
a year." I can remember then, thinking to
myself that she was being a little dramatic.
I can also remember the day that Richard
Swietek, who was the Editor for a year and
a half, stepped down and Tom Moore took
over the year before me. Rich cried as he
passed his keys to Tom. I thought to,myself, "Gee, Rich, get a hold on yourself."
Today, I know all about those feelings.
I'm walking away from something which
was more than a full-time job for me during the last twelve months. It was constant
racing thoughts. I frequently woke during
the night with a new idea, and I'd jump out
of bed to write it down before I forgot it.
When the pressure would build too much,
I felt convinced that I was insane. Why
should anyone let something consume them
so? I don't know.
Thank God It's Thursday
Maybe it's because of the ultimate feeling on Thursday. Thursdays always are the
greatest day of the week. Sometimes, after
spending a late-Wednesday night at the
printer finishing the job, I would get up early just to walk through the Campus Center
and watch people's reactions as they read
the Mirror. I always knew, and it is still
true today, that was the reason we did it.
That feeling made it all worthwhile. It was
Utopia, the greatest high I have ever felt.
Like everything else, all good things end.
Today, I'm leaving the one experience
which has given me more satisfaction, pressure, challenge, thrills, and personal development than anything I've lived through
in my 22 years.
I'm sad I'm leaving and I know I'll always
remember this year. I only hope that you,
the students, will take advantage of some
opportunities here like I did. Go for
F.U.S.A. president. Go for president of a
club and try to make your club the best on
campus. Go for Editor of the Mirror. Or,
start your on newspaper and give the Mirror some competition. It would be great for
you, and great for the rest of the campus.
I hope you can realize how fleeting your

days at Fairfield are. There is no more time.
If you have an idea, pursue it and achieve
it. That's what is so great about Fairfield
University — it's big enough to provide for
you, but small enough to let you take control yourself. Please don't forget that.
And I'll never forget it. I love Fairfield.
And I love the people who are the Mirror:
Thank you Denise Murphy, Kathy King,
Dave DeFusco, Karen Haney, Nancy Cusack, Remy Steiner, Joe Draper, Matt
Mullen, Jamie Given, Scott Towers, Melissa Campanelli, Dave Wunsch, Connie
McKenna, Lisa Boyne, Robin Kingston,
Robert Amoroso, Paul Fabbri, Gareth
Charter, Frank Locke, Gregg Ward, Matthew Murphy, Sam Faillace, Ken Santopietro, Ann Marier, and Marie Mateos. 1
I'll always remember these people, and the
many others around campus who have
helped us so much. I hope you enjoyed my
last words as Editor-in-Chief. Furthermore, I hope we can make you laugh next
week in our April Fool's edition — my
team's last effort this year.
Thank You and Good Luck
Editor in Chief

Our Policies...
The Board of Editors assumes responsibility for
the writing, articles, layout, pictures, and tormat. Unless specifically stated signed columns
represent the opinions of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial position of The
Mirror or the views of the students, faculty or
administration.
Submissions
Submitted articles, photos or graphics are welcome if they are accompanied by the author's
name, address and phone number. Names may
be withheld upon request.
Letters
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and comments of its readers. Letters To The Editor can
be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror office
in the ground floor og Gonzaga. Letters should
be submitted using the following guidelines:
All letters must be typed.
Letters should be relevant and timely.
Every Letter must be signed, but names
can be withheld upon request.
Letters deemed inappropriate for publication will be edited or refused.
Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and all libel.
All letters become Mirror property upon
submission and will not be returned.
The Editorial Board's decisions are final.
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Commentary
Intolerance needs work
by Athur R. Riel, Jr.
Professor of English

The Humanities Institute plans a series
of lectures on "Intolerance." I'm glad. We
should discuss intolerance. The Campus
Currents reports that "the series will deal
with prejudice against victimized and traditionally powerless groups: Jews, blacks,
gays, and women."
Why can't we get out of our rut? This humanities series gives me a strong feeling
of deja vu. We need to be more open to a
wide variety of viewpoints. Are we politicians or educators?
There are a lot of exciting ideas and exciting speakers. Why not try some of them
for the next series? Let's listen to the above
people; but in the future, in the light of what
the academic world says about openness to
truth, we must hear more — more subjects
and more speakers. There are a lot of speakers I would drive in from Stratford to: William Buckley, Phyllis Schlafly, William
Safire (modern holocausts), Paul C. Vitz
(NYU), Vincent Miceli, S.J., William Kilpatrick, Archbishop O'Connor.

And there are other subjects and people
involved in intolerance. What about the
very serious intolerance against the male
sex? What about the intolerance practiced
by higher education? Who will talk of the
six million Christians persecuted by the Nazis? Then there is the cruel intolerance continuously practiced against the committed
Christians.
Only one way to help South Africa who said so? And only ERA proves you
want equality for women. I saw it in the official policy of a national organization for
higher education: if you oppose ERA, you
oppose women.
In my field, one organization actually
hampers free speech when you go to a national convention: if you don't talk their
way, you oppose equality for women.
We owe it to our students and to the local community to bring in some really fresh
ideas. Frankly I think higher education is
afraid of some ideas and speakers. Are we
afraid?
Here's to more freedom of speech and
more openness!

Academics/Athletics at F.U.
To the Editor,
We should all be proud of the Fairfield
Basketball team's performance in the first
round of the N.C. A. A. Tournament against
Illinois on Friday. The Stags have nothing
to be ashamed of.
Coach Buonaguro, the Athletis Department and the players put together a great
team, worthy of the N.C.A.A.'s, without
sacrificing the Academis values of Fairfield

University, as many other schools do. This
is the epitome of what college athletics
should be. It should not be a farm system
for the pros.
The Stags may have been outplayed in
Charlotte, but they will never be outclassed
and as far as spirit, sportsmanship and dedication go, we blew them off the court.
Christopher M. Connelly '89

Food Service Alternative
Dear Editor:
I have recently eaten in your dining hall
and noticed there were many sevices not
available to Fairfield University students.
While talking with boarding students, I was
surprised to find your present food service
contract company offers you:
Only one meal plan!
No take-out service!
No credit for missed meal during the
semester!
No place to eat between meals on their
so called "unlimited meal plan"!
Fairfield students deserve more!
Wouldn't you like to let your readers
know what services could be available!

I operate an exciting food service program at the University of New Haven. We
are presently providing for out boarding
students:
Six meal plans
Take-out service
Credit for missed meals during"the
semester
Full meal service - 14 hours a day
High quality food for boarders, commuters and faculty
We are offering the above and more using our "A La Carte" system.
Very truly yours,
Geoffrey Ramsey
President/Director

Apathy an issue
To the Editor
Regarding the February 27th Letter to the
Editor 'Lack of Emotions.' we beg to differ
with any student who is convinced that a
'general lack of emotion or motivation
characterizes MANY within the student
body of Fairfield.' The problem with 'apathy' or 'lack of emotion' on this campus is
a direct result of the persons involved in the
organization of activities. In other words,
do not blame it on the students, at large,
blame it on the organizers.
Fairfield University is attracting a new
student body which is interested in a competitive academic environment. They want
quality activities and organizations or they
will be turned off. The events which have
been successful, such as Orientation,
American Pictures, the Bloodmobile and
the Beach Party were all well-planned and
well-organized. When students see that an
event has been well planned and that a club
is being professionally run, they will attend
and they will become involved.
The persons to blame for apathy on this
campus are the individuals who attempt to
run an event or organize a club without ade-

Thanks to the donors

To the Editor:
On behalf of the American Red Cross,
the Student Nurses Association, and Circle K, I would like to thank all of you who
participated in the recent Bloodmobile.
Through your efforts we were able to
donate 371 pints of blood for use in area
hospitals. This is an increase of 50 pints
over last semester's giving.
For this Bloodmobile, 400 people
showed up to give blood. This group was
made up of students, faculty, staff, administration, and women and men of the surrounding neighborhood. All were willing,
indeed eager, to donate a pint of blood to

help save lives.
In a special way, I would like to thank
all those who volunteered to work on the
Bloodmobile. Members of the Circle K and
the SNA gave over 200 hours of their time
to staff the Bloodmobile and see to it that
things ran smoothly. Had it not been for
these generous young women and men, this
life-saving effort-would not have happened.
God bless you all!
Gratefully,
Rev. Joseph Devlin, S.J.
Rector
Fairfield Jesuit Community
Honorary Chairman

Bring back debating
• To the Editor:
I happened upon Mr. Steasman's letter
in the February 27 A//Vrar("Lack of Emotions"), and wish to encourage another effort at fielding a debating team or teams in
inter-collegiate competitions next semester.
Joseph G. Bruckmann and I were Fairfield's team during 1976-1978. The experience was challenging, rewarding and
a great deal of fun.

Alcoholics: Not a clear picture
To the Editor:
the ages of 12 and 17. Consumption is
I'm writing in response to an article in higher among the middle and upper classlast week's (February 27) Mirror that 'hit es, the affluent and better educated in the
home' with me, so to speak. I'm referring suburbs. That is to say, the majority of alto the article on alcoholism and its affects coholics come from families very typical
on the family. Unfortunately, my purpose of the average Fairfield University sutdent's
is not to commend the article. Although the family. I think very few of us here have pararticle was very good, and it is nice to see ents that are anything like a skid row bum.
some social awareness concerning a This stereotypical alcoholic actually makes
problem that has affected more Fairfield up less than 5% of the alcoholics in this
students than any of us would probably care country.
to admit, I was, quite frankly, appalled by
Enough statistics. Now I'd like to share
the drawing that accompanied the article. my personal feelings about the picture. I
I am the child of an alcoholic father. I am disgusted and extremely offended. Who
am proud to say he has not had a drink in do you think the majority of the students
over four years, yet as the article states, I who read this article were? My guess is peowas very affected by my father's disease. ple like me; people who are or were afectBut even at his worst, he NEVER came ed by this disease; people who understand
close to resembling that person in the what the article was saying. And I also do
picture.
not believe I was the only one who read it.
I don't mean to take on a know-it-all atti- What I'm trying to say is that there are other
tude, but I feel I owe it to myself, and the students here like me —probably a lot whose
the 26 million young adults like me, to edu- alcoholic parent still drinks. So, in essence
cate whoever was responsible for that what that illustration said was that if our
sketch on the facts of alcoholism. Alco- parent drinks, he or she must be a skid row
holism is the third major health problem in bum. Well, I'm sorry. In the past four years
the United States. More than 10 million I have met quite a few reformed alcoholadults in this country are problem drinkers. ics. I have also found out that some of my
Of these, almost three million are between friend's parents, whom I have known for

quate prior research, work, dedication and
effort. They are the perpetuators of
problems. For the facts pertaining to the students themselves are positive; over one half
of the student body itself is actively involved
inatleastoneofthe 118 clubs, teams or organizations on campus, not even mentioning that much of the remaining number
positively affect the Community in other
ways, i.e. spiritually and academically.
With our letter, we would like to thank
all of the students who have always generously volunteered their enthusiasm and participation to the various organizations here
at Fairfield-for you are the energy that
draws the Fairfield Community
together... the leaders who ARE the difference on this campus. And we also want to
encourage those students who have always
wanted to become more involved,to step
forth and do so! We have much to offer
Fairfield and its student body, most importantly perhaps, is a POSITIVE ATTITUDE
toward the University and one another.
Let's keep Fairfield strong. Cheryl Westlund F.U.S.A. Cabinet Appointee Chris
Ritchie CO.S.O. Chairman John Mancini
Vice President Student Life.

years, are alcoholics. Believe it or not, not
on e of these people has ever resembled the
"typical drunk". As a matter of fact, the
"typical drunk" is only typical to people who
are totally ignorant to this disease, which
is what alcoholism is. It is recognized as
such by the Medical Association of America, and virtually every expert in the field.
Diabetes is a disease characterized by an
inability to manufacture enough insulin.
Heart disease is characterized by a narrowing of the blood vessels. Alcoholism is a
disease characterized by a compulsion to
drink.
I was always under the impression that
Fairfield students were fairly intelligent.
But after seeing this display of tasteless insensitivity, I wonder. I just have one more
question for the person responsible for the
picture. How would you feel if I drew a picture of your father, and he looked like a skid
row bum? Not all bums are alcoholics, you
know. Think about it. Then just maybe,
next time you will think twice about
stereotyping, especially when dealing with
a subject as sensitive and disturbing to so
many people as alcoholism.
Signed,
Name withheld by request

/\ debating society needs only two dedicated individuals to compete.
Please call me during business hours if
you are interested in participating. I would
gladly assist the team, and with the support
of Professor Donnarumma and Dr. Grassi, I cannot see how it could be anything
but a successful endeavor.
Yours truly,
LEOPOLD P. DeFUSCO (1978)

sensitivity
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the cartoon
which accompanied the article on alcoholism appearing in the February 27th Mirror. It seems to me that the cartoon is not
appropriate to the content of the article. The
article by the nursing students speaks to the
need both to inform and to reach out to families of alcoholics. The cartoon is not in
keeping with the sensitivity of the article.
The cartoon depicts the alcoholic as a person on "skid row". This is certainly not the
image to which the article speaks.
The problems of alcoholics and their families in our society are more comprehensive and complex.tnan that single focused
cartoon addresses. Furthermore, that kind
of image does not encourage people who
have alcoholic problems in their families
to seek advice and counseling, but simply
reinforces their sense of despair and isolation. I would hope that in the future, when
a sensitive area such as alcoholism is being
addressed, the Mirror would be equally sensitive in its cartoon captions, if indeed a cartoon caption is necessary.
Sincerely yours,
Phyllis E. Porter, Ed.D.
Dean, School of Nursing
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ATTENTION!!
Graduates & Undergraduates
Seilers Dining Service now offers 2 coffee & snack
carts in Bannow & Canisius. Mon.-Thurs. 6:00 to 8:00
p.m., so take a Study Break. You Deserve One!

V

HANSENS FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD
255-0461

Choosing a long distance
company is a lot like choosing
a roommate.

It's better to know what they're
like before you move in.
Living with someone for the first time can be an
"educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company isn't any
different. Because some companies may not give you
all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have to
spend a certain amount before you qualify for their
special volume discounts. With some others, voice
quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any
surprises when you move in. You'll get the same highquality trouble-free service you're used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door. And
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through
Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and
11pm, Sunday through Friday.
With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like immediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
And long distance operators to help you anytime there's
a problem on the line.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether you're into Mozart
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree
on. Call 1 800 222-0300 for more information or to
choose AT&T.
Reach out and touch someone.8

AT&T
The right choice.
©AT&T 1986
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Politics
Marcos' dynasty unfolds
by Lisa Boyne
Castles, bold Swiss accounts, lavish
Manhattan suites, Herald Square; the list
goes on and on as officials and reporters
uncover the enormous wealth of former
President Marcos and his family. The New
York Times estimates the Marcos wealth
to be about $5 billion, 20/20 News reports
it close to $10 billion and still counting.
In a broadcast on 20/20 last week reporters tried to piece together the vast empire
of the Marcos family and how they acquired
it. The gold, jewels, and extravagance was
beyond description and why not; a great
deal of the money came from U.S. taxpay-

ers'dollars. Millions from the United States
sent for military aid were used to buy thousands of shoes for Mrs. Marcos, gold
bathroom fixtures and portraits of the Marcos' made entirely of pearls.
Although commission officials have no
exact figure, they have estimates to at least
$5 billion not including the Swiss accounts,
stocks, gold, real estate and other holdings
which have not yet been affirmed to belong
to the Marcos'.
One fact that is clear is that the family's
accumulation of wealth did have a significant effect on the Phillipine economy.
Hundreds of people have been found to

ANNOUNCING!!

be involved in the coverup, including several small American companies set up to approve invoices for military supplies to the
Phillipines. The list includes Mrs. Marcos
Imelda, who set up art galleries with phony replicas of Italian art. She reported paying the full price for the art, only paying
a small fraction of the cost, and pocketed
the difference.
Officials and public records in the United States and the Phillipines line the Marcoses to hundreds of corporations, with one
advisor to Mr. Salonga estimating that the
family empire involved about one thousand
companies.
This same family who embezzeled from
the United States and the Phillipines was
offered a safe haven in Hawaii to evade the
new Phillipines government. Hawaiins who
were not too thrilled to greet the Marcos
family did not roll out the red carpet for
them, and Ferdinand Marcos is reported to
be unhappy with his reception in Hawaii.
The Marcoses probably had to suffer sleep-

ing in rooms made of plywood instead of
mahogany and drink water from stainless
steel sink faucets, instead of gold.
"I think that if he finds a respectable place
to go with reasonable housing and other arrangements, he will leave the United States"
a senior administration official said. Just
what does Marcos consider reasonable
housing and other arrangements? His
choices of other nations to go to are Spain,
Mexico and Panama. These nations are not
going to welcome Marcos and his family
with open arms either and do not have a
more stable economy than the U.S. to provide for the Marcos' means.
Officials also reported that Mr. Marcos
had become demoralized over the negative
publicity in the American press and on television about the wealth and his past activities. In other words the truth really hurts
and if Marcos wants to save his hide he realizes he and his family had better pack up
and leave before we find convictions of our
own to prosecute him with.

ssBommamm

Stag-her Inn's New Night Time
Munchie Menu.

Lukji's Restaurant & Pizzeria
AWARD WINNING PIZZA

Relieve that nightly urge to munch out
with treats like:
• Ultimate Nachos, • Chili Dogs,
• Fried Mozzarella & much, much more.

Try ocociotis...
• Shrimp Dinners
• Eggplant Pannigiana
• Chicken Piccata •Lasagna
•Veal Cutlet Parmigiana
And of course, all types erf
Italian pasta dishes

ill

And don't forget to check out our nightly "bar
specials." Menu available Mon.-Thurs.

170 Post Road—259-7816
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE

*&■%.

10% Fairfield University Discount

—Put the Stag-her Inn your night!—

You Can Earn $8/hour!
Part-time Work
Loading/Unloading
I
Monday thru Friday
I
Female or Male
oLo
Stratford or Norwalk—"T*
\
V

12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m

O on
10:30 p.m.-^ioU cl.m.
5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

4:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m.

A

.

.

„^^ ^,.

^A^P'V'" P^son at:
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
1010 HONEYSPOT ROAD, STRATFORD, CT
MONDAYS FROM: 9:30-11:00 A.M.
AND
1:30-4:00 P.M.

UN ITED PARCEL SERVICE
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NCAA: The Ultimate Roadtrip
by Matthew Mullen
A Naked blond walks into the Charlotte
Coliseum with a two foot kaiser roll in one
hand and a goldfish named Rocky in the
other. No one noticed because everyone is
staring at 200 Fairfield Stags dancing in the
aisles and singing "we're number 2"
I saw this when a guy named Murray invited me to drive to a girl named Charlotte's
house and it was only 14 hours away, where
we could watch basketball and say "y'all"for free. Seemed like a bargain to me and
I ate a kaiser roll before I left. Murray and
I got to Charlotte's house at 3 a.m. and it
was a very big house for it had roads and
buildings and bars in it and it rained in it
too. We never could find a girl named
Charlotte so we went to a big Coliseum
called " the Coliseum" to get some T-shirts
and a Coke. All of a sudden, 198 screaming idiots surrounded us and patted us on
the backs and pretended they were our
friends. That's right. You got it. They were
our friends. They invited us to watch a
basketball game between the little male
deers of Fairifeld and the entire state of Illinois. I never did trust a state west of Oregon. The old red and white gave it the old
college try and they would have won if they
could have jumped higher, ran faster, and
played better. I kept yelling for them to stop
at half-court when they were open but they
kept waiting till they were surrounded. Illinois won because they had better basketball players but my friend TOM LUGLIO
said it was O.K. to come in second. He
came in second when playing solitaire once.
There was only one thing to do: celebrate.
I ran on the court screaming and waving
my arms and saying "yeah" until two men
in white suits with butterfly nets took me
away. They said I was crazy but that's what
they said about Son of Sam. I escaped in
a Yogurt truck when I hid in a cup of Banana
Yogurt. I got to the Hotel in time to see John
Ghize and Bill Crager doing the nutty things
you hear you're not supposed to do on the
Afternoon Special. They were drinking
beer and singing a song about the southland

like "Someone stole iny baby so I kicked
the dog" and a song called "Fourteen feature writers in search of a clue", which was
about South Jersey so I guess it counted.
They were eating pizza and throwing it
around the room. That's a lot of fun till
someone loses a pie..
"That's just great. We're in South Jersey
and everyone talks funny", said a guy
named Murray eating a bowl of Tuna fish.
Then he was quiet and so was the tuna fish.
"We re in North Carolina, not South Jersey," I said to a guy named Murray.
"Were we supposed to make a left at
Pennsylvania?" asked a man named
Murray.
Well the celebration continued long and
hard and I tried to explain to a guy named
Murray that North Carolina was a state. Not'
a state of confusion but a state.
"Then why are those 50 college kids dancing on top of a winnebago singing:
"Rah rah rot,
let's smoke.. .cigarettes,
next year we'll win the NCAA's or maybe
not."
I couldn't explain it except that they were
Fairfield and silliness is part of the core curriculum. But things were better after that
and I knew it would be a good day when
I woke up and saw a guy named Murray's
picture on a milk carton.
So I drove to Washington with a guy
named Joe and saw a big white house. I
asked if I could talk to the owner and the
man at the gate said I had to leave my pistols
and time bombs with him. So I trudged into
the house and dirtied the floor with my muddy feet. But my Mom woke me up and said:
"Get out of bed you raskel! You've been
dreaming of North Carolina again, haven't
you? You raskel." But when I woke up I
looked at U.S.A. Today and guess whose
picture I saw on the cover? That's right. You
got it. Larry Bird's and not mine. But a little caption under Larry said "Fairfield edges
out Illinois" and the whole sordid affair was
actually a dream come true. Even if it didn't
make a stitch of sense.
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BLL RETURNS

Relive the STAG rampage to the NCAA's
By Paul Fabbri

The dream ended last Friday somewhere
around 1:30 PM EST. Pitted against a team
of bigger, quicker, and more girted athletes,
the Fairfield Stags bowed to the Fighting
Illini of Illinois in the opening round of the
NCAA tournament. It was though, an anticlimax of Herculean proportions. Icing on
the cake, if you will. Gravy. Actually the
dream had been neatly finished when Pat
Yerina, the man who perfectly symbolized
the Stag season, hit the front end of a oneand one with 11 seconds left three Mondays
ago. At this point a large smile creased the
face of the senior forward serving notice
to Stags past and present that the years of
frustration had finally come to an end.
The Fairfield reading public had become
bored. For the past seven years they had
read books by Barakat and O'Connor dealing with such themes as disappointment,
crushed hope, and losing. Your typical
tragedies. However some of the guys got
together. "Forget all this sadness," they
decided. "Let's get some excitement, some
happiness and some fun." So they set out
to find the perfect author. Someone who had
been involved in prior success with an
aggresive style . Many inquired but only
one could by chosen. He was a young writer
named Mitch.
The former Villanova assistant had just
won a National Championship. 5The plot
was a familiar one, but not to Stag readers.
A winning season and a finish in the top half
of the conference. Something like 'Back on
Track in the MAAC Easier said than done,
though. For Buonaguro had inherited a disorganized 11-17 unit filled with underachieving athletes unaware of any

individual roles. Rather than ease them into
the new system, Buonaguro instituted shock
treatment.;Players showed up for preseason workouts three days a week at 6:00 in
the morning. Mitch defamated their characters, ridiculed their abilities, questioned
their desire and threatened their jobs. Those
who in the past viewed basketball as an extracurricular event were about to know it
as a way of life. This ride was about to
begin.
Chapter One started off dismally. The
Stags lost 3 of their first 5 contests. Following a win against Utica, the Stags bowed
to the Bulldogs of Yale, 69-67, despite a
30 point effort by Tony George. A week
later they lost badly to St. Joseph's, playing without Ail-American candidate
Maurice Martin. 72 hours down the road
a Tony George jumper with 0:11 left fell
off the front on the rim and the Stags fell
to UCONNjby a bucket. What's more, the
Huskies were paced by weapons specialist
and Academic All-American Earl Kelly,
who fired in 29. Not only were the Stags
not winning, but they;established themselves as no better than the third best Division I basketball team in Connecticut.
Incidentally, there are only four. As
Buonaguro would acknowledge at a later
date, the future seemed bleak. Little did he
know that Fairfield had already accumulated half of his lasses.
In Chapter Two the sun appeared. Manhattan, Dartmouth, and Marisf went relatively quietly. Then the Stags travelled to
St. Peter's. The Peacocks, who had been
highly touted in the preseason polls, seemed
to have the game won when Darren Rowe
connected to put the Jersey school ahead

by one. Past experience would have dictated a Stag loss. Close contests were not Fairfied's forte. However something
happened.; Maybe it was the Mitch Magic.
For when Yerina completed a coast-to-coast
drive with a pretty left handed reverse
layup, Fairfield had its first real victory and
a 6-3 record. Real in the sense that people
within the conference were now looking up
and saying to one another "Who are those
guys?".
Chapter Three was entitled "How I Spent
My Christmas Vacation" or "How to Turn
Your Season Around in Sunny Florida".
While most of us were enjoying the Christmas cheer and welcoming in 1986, the Fairfield University Basketball Team was
coming of age. George now averaging 23
ppg was quietly emerging as one of the nation's leading scorers. One scouting service had him rated as one of the ten best
shooting guards in the country. While in
the Sunshine State, Tony poured in 46
points in two games and Yerina, who a year
ago averaged a meager 8.8 ppg and a lofty
12.2 TPW (Twinkies per week), was
emerging as a force. He was playing like
a caged animal taking each rebound as a
personal matter. Eddie Golden was evolving into a competent point guard. His 123
assists put him in the Top 10 in Stag history. The Stags had strung together six consecutive victories and had raised their
record to an impressive 8-3.
They then went from the land of oranges
to the men of Orange. In front of a crowd
of 6500 at the New Haven Coliseum, the
Stags fell to fourth ranked and undefeated
Syracuse 90-67. Visions of a Chaminade

Celebration has become a way of life for the fans.

We are Fairfield and you're not.

"BACK ON TRACK"
[Photos by Remy Stemer and Joe Draper]
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Do something good for yourself—Buckle up
by Kim Cunningham and Debbie Carlson
As of January 1, 1986, residents of Connecticut are required by law to buckle up
or face the possibility of a fine. While some
argue that this law is in violation of the first
amendment and denies them their constitutional right to freedom of choice, it is actually an attempt to save thousands of lives.
Motor vehicle accidents are the leading
cause of death among people age 44 and
younger. That means that to every student
on campus, the biggest threat to their life
is a car accident. In CT alone, 45% of fatalities from accidents involve people 25
and younger. That could be your roommate, boyfriend, or yourself. And the simplest, most effective protection against
injury or death is to take 10 seconds and
buckle your seat belt. Most people have a
lot to live for-at least 10 seconds worth.
Myth 1: "I don't want to be trapped in by
a safety belt—it's better to be thrown free
of the car."
Fact 1: You are 25 times more likely to
be killed if thrown from a car.
Myth 2: "I may get trapped in a burning
or submerged car."
Fact 2: Chances of having an accident of
this type are less than 1/2 of 1%. Should
this type of accident occur, the person wearing a seat belt has a much greater chance
of remaining conscious and un-injured
enough to escape.
Myth 3: "It will never happen to me."
Fact 3: In the next 10 years of normal
driving, it is almost certain that YOU will
be involved in a motor vehicle accident serious enough to injure or kill you.
Myth 4: "I only need seat belts on long
trips or at high speeds."
Fact 4: 80% of deaths and serious injuries occur in cars traveling under 40 mph.
75% of deaths or injuries occur less than
25 miles from your home.
Myth 5: "Wearing a seat belt won't help
much if I'm in a serious accident."

Fact 5: Safety belts cut fatalities by
60-70% and cut serious injuries by 50%.
Myth 6: "I'm a good driver-I don't have
to worry."
Fact 6: It doesn't matter how good you
are. You can't control the other car. He can
kill you.
Myth 7: "Safety belts are uncomfortable
to wear."
Fact 7: Properly adjusted and worn seat
belts help reduce fatigue and maintain
proper driving posture — in time they make
you feel better!
Myth 8: "I can always brace myself with
my hands."

Fact 8: The force of impact at 10 mph
is equivalent to the force of catching a 200
lb. bag of cement from a first story window. Try 55 mph.
Myth 9: "It takes too much time and trouble to fasten my safety belt."
Fact 9: It takes less than 10 seconds and
it may save your life!
THE FACTS
1. Every week 900 people in the USA die
in motor vehicle accidents.
2. Every day 10,000 are injured.
3. If you are wearing a lap-shoulder belt
during a crash, you are 57% less likely to
be injured or killed than if you are not.
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A recent comprehensive study snowed that fastened safety belts are
highly effective In preventing injuries and deatha In real-world
automobile crashes.

4. Fatalities have been recorded at speeds
less than 12 mph.
5. 10,000-20,000 people could have been
saved each year if they had buckled up!
6. Everyone can expect to be in an accident within the next 10 years serious enough
to result in injury or death. Everyone!
7.44,000 people in the USA die on highways each year.
8. While 90% of drivers are aware of the
benefits of seat belts, only 17% always use
them.
9. 4,000,000 people are injured annually in the US in automotive crashes.
10. One out of 60 infants born today will
die in an automobile crash.
11. Motor vehicle accidents are the leading cause of death among all people aged
44 and younger in the US.
* 12. It takes less than 10 seconds to fasten
a seat belt. It only takes one collision to kill
you. You may not get the chance to learn
from your mistakes. Buckle up every time
you ride in a car!
Today, Thursday, March 20, there is a
health fair being held in the Oak Room from
11 to 4. If this article hasn't convinced you
of the need to buckle your seat belt, come
to the health fair and visit our booth. Watch
a short film, pick up some free pencils and
key chains etc. and most of all, learn! We
guarantee that we can convince you of the
merit of buckling your safety belt.
On April 4 from 10-2 there will be a safety belt demonstration held on the Oak Room
patio. Be sure and stop by and get a chance
to see for yourself how it feels to be in a
10 mph accident while wearing a seat belt.
In the meantime, look for people holding
informal surveys and please give them your
support.
Do something good for yourself and
buckle up. And if someone you care about
is riding with you, make sure they fasten
their seat belts too.
All information taken from the US
Department of Transportation.

Experienced travelers agree:

DON'T GO
WITHOUT

"LETS GO*

They're the most comprehensive budget guide books
available today-with up-to-date information on
where to stay what to eat, what to see, and how to get
there. It's the only guide you'll ever need.

m.

lifts
ic

"Unique and uniquely appealing...
The more I read other guidebooks, the
more I like LET'S GO."
—Time Magazine
"Interesting and lively...the coverage
extends far beyond the beaten path."
—TWA Ambassador Magazine

Mikes Pizza
TAKE OUT ORDERS
-GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calzones

or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

255-2292
1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
Open Daily 11 am-11 pm,
Sunday 2 pm-11 pm

HELP WANTED
Part-time counter positions available at
Timothy's Ice Cream. Flexible Hours,
Good Pay, Good Benefits. Apply in
person: Timothy's Ice Cream
2974 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport

LET'S
GO

Harvard Student Agencies, Inc.

EUROPE • USA • BRITAIN &
IRELAND • FRANCE • ITALY •
ISRAEL & EGYPT • GREECE •
MEXICO • SPAIN, PORTUGAL &
MOROCCO • CALIFORNIA &
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
$9.95 each (Europe, $10.95)
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Arts & Entertainment
Broken Bottles breaking away
by Robert Amoroso

A very special band plays here regularly
on the campus of Fairfield University, and
their name is Broken Bottles. Broken Bottles has been paralyzing the Wednesday
night crowds at the Stag-Her for the past
few months and they will continue to do so
throughout the month of April. This band,
formed at the beginning of the fall
semester( 1985), blends the sounds of classic rock with the timely recordings of today's music. After seeing them on a couple
of occasions, I can confidently say that the
promise that lies in front of Broken Bottles
is encouragingly bountiful. Broken Bottles,
with their never-ending ambition, deserves
a closer look.
The shows they have performed at the
Stag-Her have been varied. This is due
mainly because of the eclectic tastes of Terry Sullivan(lead vocals and guitar), Peter
Grennan(guitar), Bill Van Wart(bass) and
GeneTiernan(drums). Primarily, there are
two sides to this outfit. Side one has to deal
with how this band covers the contemporary
tunes. U2 has been a favorite of Broken Bottles. "Gloria" is one they are presently perfecting. "Sunday, Bloody Sunday" and
"Pride(In the Name of Love)" are already
showstoppers. They give the people what
they want with the inclusion of "Bobby
Jean" in their set. It's nice to see one of the
better songs off the Born in the U.S.A. LP
get some recognition. One of my favorite
numbers they do(which can be considered
new) is The Jam's "That's Entertainment".
Here, Sullivan handles the vocals quite
charasmatically while Tiernan registers
well with the unorthodox style of drumming
The Jam implemented. Grennan and Van
Wart shine on the Police covers "Every
Breath You Take" and "Message in a Bottle". The guitar riffs on these two are deceptively difficult, yet Grennan stands tall.
The dense bass lines are hardly a piece of
cake, but Van Wart is on the money.

From left to right Broken Bottles: Gene Tierman, Terry Sullivan, Pete Grennan, Bill Van
Wart.
[Photo by Pete Criceighton]

his audience. As a guitarist, he is highly
skilled. What is most impressive is his use
of spontaneous guitar tricks and improvisations that he adds to a given song. He handles a microphone with the utmost of ease.
He plays off of his fellow band members
quite well. His voice has enough range to
approach music ranging from a bluesy Plant
to a high-pitched pipe of Sting. Sullivan's
confidence on stage builds a Broken Bottles show to elevated heights.
Pete Grennan has worked very feverishly to realize his potential as a guitarist.
Grennan's enthusiasm is clearly evident as
he addresses the audience with an unheard
of rate of zeal. Grennan's Les Paul is a lovely instrument, and he plays it with unlimited
taste. His influences are mainly Jimmy Page
and Keith Richards. Grennan commented
on Richards by saying "Richards tends to
be unappreciated when it comes to guitar
legends. People do not realize how he is a
masterful rhythm guitarist and playing
rhythm guitar is somewhat of a lost art."
His stage clothes usually consist of jeans,
a sweatshirt and gangster hat. He doesn't
get too fancy or elaborate when it comes
to the added attractions. Grennan lets his
music take first priority. He is a hungry

Side two of Broken Bottles displays them
as followers of the music that helped rock
grow salutary roots. One can vision the passion of their playing when they tackle a Who
or Led Zeppelin cover. My ears are still in
amazement in reference to how they manhandle "Won't Get Fooled Again". This one
comes complete with Sullivan's windmills
a la Townshend as wellas Van Wart's
mastering the intricate and innovative bass
work of Entwistle. A Broken Bottles show
also features a song not normally done by
aspiring bands. The song is titled "Stairway
to Heaven". Here Grennan pumps life into
the almost immortal guitar solo. Tiernan
keeps the momentum of Bonham's thunder.
But wait, there's more. This band also provides its patrons with a healthy amount of
the Rolling Stones, Creedence Clearwater
Revival, Kinks and some Beatles as well.
An added treat is Sullivan's version of Don
McLean's "American Pie". This one he does
all alone on stage, as the crowd actively
sings along with him.
Looking at Broken Bottles individually,
starting with Terry Sullivan seems appropriate. Sullivan is not just your ordinary
lead vocalist, he is an experienced frontman whose personality radiates well with

On reflection

MINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

by Robert Amoroso

This week's column will stray slightly
from the usual. Instead of featuring a record
by an established band, a little-known outfit will be in the spotlight. The name of the
group is Onyx and the album is called Eyes
to the Future. The special element about this
LP is in one of the musicians who contributes to this effort. The man's name is Peter
Holland and he may very well be in one of
your classes. Holland played with Onyx
while he was in high school and this 1983
release was one of two collaborations from
this band.
Eyes to the Future, despite it being done
by some very young people, certainly is a
record of merit. Holland played saxophone
for Onyx and became a mainstay in the
band's horn section. The title cut is a
thought-provoking composition whereby
Onyx confronts the hardship of living in a
nuclear age. The lyrics here are not happy
and giddy. Take evidence from the song's
chorus: "My eyes to the future are leaving
me blind/They put me through torture,
everytime." This is introspective stuff,
though not at all pretty. Onyx does present
a lighter side of themselves with "Hey, Hey
Baby" and "Loyal Defender". They both are
more straightforward, yet they are collectively intense on different levels. This
record mixed a few covers in, with the standard originals. Holland especially shines on
Foreigner's "Urgent". His sax solo here is
real gutsy and robust. The cover of Heart's
"Crazy on You" is well done; all the vicious
vocal licks and guitar chops are intact.
At the present time, Peter Holland plays
sax (and some occaisional keyboards) with
Fairfield University's own Shut Up and
Drive. This LP by Onyx can be purchased
at select record stores in this state.

• It

■ Guaranteed FREE DELIVERY
in 30 minutes or less.
■ Custom-made with fresh
ingredients. Never frozen.
■ Specially designed insulated
bags keep your pizza hot all the way
to your door.
■ Number one pizza delivery
company with over 3000 stores
nationwide.
Positions now available for delivery
and management personnel.

Call us.
255-8823
1580 Post Rd.

Fairfield

Store hours:
4:30 PM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.
4:30 PM-2 AM Fri. & Sat.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
©1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

$3.00 off!

$1.00 off!

Domino's Pizza
guarantees to deliver
your pizza in 30 minutes
or less, or we'll give you
S3.00 off your order.

Present this coupor for
St.00 off any pizza

One coupon per order
Expires: 3/26/86
Fast, Free Delivery1"
255-8823
1580 Post Rd

—~*t.S£*L-.
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One coupon per pizza
Expires: 3/26/86
Fast, Free Delivery"'
255-8823
1580 Post Rd

player and it is feeding time everytime he
walks onto a platform to entertain others.
Bill Van Wart is your prototypical bass
player. He has a quiet disposition on stage
whereby he frequently gives Sullivan and
Grennan the spotlight. This selfless attitude
is a rare and coveted entity. Van Wart is
a self-taught bass player who has been at
it for four years. His previous bands have
been varied, to say the least. He played in
a jazz band for two years as well as a punk
band. His old favorites include Yes, Genesis, and Led Zeppelin. Yet he also is an ardent fan of WLIR-type music. Van Wart's
somewhat mellow aura blends in as the perfect antithesis for the less sedated Sullivan
and Grennan. In this case, opposites not
only attract, they excel.
His tall appearance and gregarious personality make Gene Tiernan a very approachable person as well as a polished
drummer. Tiernan, along with Van Wart,
comprise a solidified backbone to the
rhythm section. Tiernan's influences are
quite interesting. He speaks on this subject
by commenting "of course, Neil Peart is unbelievably fast and tasteful, but Steve Smith
is something else. His work with Journey
is real good, but his work with various jazz
musicians is real incredible." Admittedly,
one of Tiernan's drumming idols is Buddy
Rich. Tiernan, like Van Wart, allows the
other boys in the band to provide the patrons with thrills and chills. The one major
quality he possesses is a knack for maintaining impeccable timing throughout a set.
He is more of a power drummer relying on
his natural strength to provide a viable
punch to his playing.
Look for upcoming dates for Broken Bottles at the Stag-Her. They are already slated for April 30 on the last night of
entertainment before finals. As for now,
Broken Bottles will be the prominent student band of this school for the years to
come. Seek them out in a very big way.
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Arts & Entertainment
Woody Allen's winning Hannah and Her Sisters
by Robert Amoroso

It is ultimately ludicrous to analyze and
break down Hannah and Her Sisters into
whether it was "good" or "bad." The only
concern for the new Woody Allen film is
its degree of goodness. Woody has returned
with an inspired treat that begs to be touching through the intricacies of its characters.
No doubt, a whole host of quality acting
personnel vilipend thi*; movir- to ;in eminent

level. Yet it is still Allen who makes it all tifies with. Holly (Diane Wiest) is the procome together through the character of totypical middle child who lives life on a
Mickey Sacks. Hannah and Her Sisters is whim while embellishing in various forms
undeniably grand whereby Woody provides of experimentation. Barbara Hershey plays
the viewer with a certain zeal for an optimis- the youngest character called Lee. Lee is
tic outcome of hope. The burning question the most pathetic of the trio in that her direcis if Hannah and Her Sisters can be labeled tion was uncertain and (more importantly)
as a classic comparable to various all-time her will was almost non-existent. A late
movie greats. Bluntly, the answer is no. scene in the movie where the three have
The focal time of the year Hannah and lunch is pivotal in bringing out the best wiHer Sisters keys on is Thanksgiving. This thin both the actresses and the characters
is where the movie starts and ends. We learn they portray.
plenty about Hannah and her female siThe men in the lives of Hannah, Holly,
blings. The three sisters are blaringly differ- and Lee are also varied in how they present
ent, yet large dosages of insecurities are themselves. Hannah's husband Elliot
exposed throughout each one. Hannah, (Michael Caine) goes through a semi-midplayed by Mia Farrow, is that complacent life crisis in that he strongly doubts his feeldo-gooder who, through her domineering
personality, tries to save the world she iden-

20% Off All Salon Services
with Student I.D. on Tues., Wed., Thurs.

W -SI,0P

Unisex Haircutters

33 THORPE STREET, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
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Sacks character who ties the plot together
as Hannah and Her Sisters allows itself to
go full circle. Being neurotic was never so
•effective.

Mia Farrow turns in an imperative perfvormance as the Hannah role suits her well.
Farrow, who seems to exclude herself only
to Woody's films nowadays, comes off fittingly as the symbol of the perfect person.
Farrow still possesses a certain verve of innocence implemented by a youthful-looking
facade. It is still startling that Farrow was
once married to Frank Sinatra.
Both Wiest and Hershey collectively
comprise a solidified component to the
overall show. Wiest is feisty and flaky,
never becoming too out of control. She, like
Farrow, is very malleable in regards to her
ings for his spouse. His involvement with role. Hershey, a very attractive individuthe other characters, especially Lee, are al, is on key by being aloof as the drifter
whimperishly in vain. Holly searches and Lee. Her character is enrichly uprooted by
scopes wrecklessly for Mr. Right. In the Max Von Sydow's Frederick.
Von Sydow is, next to Allen, the shining
end, her search reaches a stopping point for
which we all are caught by surprise by her star of the film. His cranky nature interchoice for companionship. Lee initially twines with the nature of the film. He can
lives with Frederick, an endlessly frustrat- easily be considered old school, and he acts
ed Greenwhich village poet. Frederick, as such. Caine's Elliot is not as convincing.
played by Max Von Sydow, represents one This character is not aimlessly lustful, but
crystal clear reason why Lee cannot break it is a bit more shallow than that of the rest
out of her entangling and self-imposing of the cast.
Hannah and Her Sisters does indeed conshell.
All of these doings are overseen by the tain some flaws not to be ignored. Allen's
subtle iron hand of the Mickey Sacks writing is well above average, but it takes
character. True, Sacks is the enforcer of a while to develop. A cynic could consider
comic relief, but there is much more to him. this a highly sophisticated and condensed
Sacks is the perfect role for Allen. The soap opera. I do not concur, but there are
somewhat nerdish but amiable Mickey is shortcomings within the rubric of producthe ex-husband of Hannah who goes to fu- tion. But what this movie lacks is furtive
rious extremes to find the evasive meaning and inevitably minor to its strengths. Then
of life. For this part, Allen emotes so much again, its ludicrous to critique Hannah and
of himself (or what is perceived to be Woo- Her Sisters as a good and bad reference for
*
dy Allen), he is barely acting. Yet it is this entertainment.

Wonderous Stories
by Robert Amoroso

CASSETTES and
RECORDS.
MAJOR LABELS
TOP ARTISTS
AFFORDABLE PRICES
Something for Everyone

Pop, Rock, Folk,
Jazz and Classics
On Sale for Limited Time
Shop Early for Best Selection

The Fairfield University Bookstore
Sale Until April 11th

First in order this week is a big congratulations goes out to the band Shut Up and
Drive for winning the "Battle of the Bands" last March 6. . . .Look for them to play
the Oak Room on April 5(a Saturday night) with a very special guest musician... .A
big thanks goes out to Chris Tyler who finally contributed to this section a few weeks
back. . . .He is easily the best journalistic writer to grace this campus at this
time.. . .You don't have to prove a thing... .A Superman IV is about 90% certain
to happen.. . .Mr. Reeves has verbally agreed to don the cape once again... .Pia Zadora
just made an album with help from the London Philharmonic Orchestra. . . .Oh, goody.. . .Two metal personalities have formed aptly titled bands. . . .One is the Geezer
Butler Band(ex-Black Sabbath) and the other is the Vinnie Vincent Invasion(exKiss). . . .The Firm will be in New Haven'this Saturday night. . .. Yoko Ono is at Radio City in April. . . .Please do not attend. . . .The Alarm are currently doing Dylan's
"Knocking on Heaven's Door" as their encore. . . .Quite odd, no?. . . .There will be
a Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2 coming soon to theatres. . . .The word is Toby Hooper(Poltergeist director) is behind this one.. ..He was responsible for the first. . ..Dolph
Lundgren, a contributor to making Rocky IVmoronic, will star in the upcoming Masters
of the Universe.. . .Expect a Peter Wolf LP in late summer. . . .He will tour this time
around. . . .As you know U2, Sting and others will be at the Meadowlands on June
15 for Amnesty International. . . .Word is the promoters are pressing to get Springsteen there as well. . . .I'd bet against him showing up. .. .Nile Rodgers and Joe Walsh
will be guest musicians on the new Steve Winwood record. . . .Lloyd Cole and the
Commotions will play at the World in Manhattan tomorrow night... .Southside Johnny
will be at the Ritz tomorrow as well. . ..Lita Ford, the wife of Tony Iommi, will
have her third LP out on Mercury in late spring. .. .On a sad note, yesterday marked
the fourth anniversary of Randy Rhoads' death... .1 still hold to this day that if he
was still living, he would have emerged as one of the best quitarists rock would ever
know. ...Given time, he would have put Eddie Van Halen to shame....Pele will
play a soccer player(I wonder why) in the upcoming film Hotshot. . . .The new Richard
Pryor film is called Critical Condition, but it will probably be released in early
1987. . . .Don't forget about Richard Goode tomorrow night at the Oak Room... .For
those of you who are confused. . . .These are the double bills lined up for the East
Coast: Ozzy Osbourne with Metallica, Kiss with Blue Oyster Cult and Black Sabbath
with WASP. . .Thanks to Ken Jordan for doing honors of On Reflection two weeks
ago.. ..Debbie Harry will have anew LP out shortly. . ..It will be produced by Seth(J.
Geils Band) Justman.. ..Tempus Fugit
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Goode performs in Oakroom
Grammy Award-winning pianist Richard
Goode will perform at Fairfield University Friday, March 21, at 8 p.m. His appearance is part of the Evenings of Music
concert series held in the Campus Center
Oakroom.
Called the "musician's musician" early in
his career, Goode has since lived up to that
reputation. His many awards include First
Prize in the 1973 Clara Haskil Competition
and the 1980 A very Fisher Prize. A student
of Rudolf Serkin and Nadia Reisenberg,
Goode is an alumnus and current faculty
member of the Mannes School of Music and
a founding member of the Lincoln Center
Chamber Music Society.
At Fairfield, Goode will perform four
Beethoven sonatas: No. 11 in B flat; Op.
22 No. 17 in D minor, Op. 31 No. 2 "Tempest"; No. 9 in E, Op. 14 No. 1; and No.
32 in C minor, Op. 111. He is currently
recording the complete Beethoven sonata
literature for the Book of the Month

Club(15 records).
As a chamber musician, Goode has performed with vocalists Benita Valente,
Frederica von Stade, Bethany Beardslee,
as well as cellist Yo-Yo Ma and clarinetist
Richard Stoltzman. It was Goode's and
Stoltzman's recording of Brahms sonatas
for clarinet and piano which won them each
a Grammy for "Best Chamber Music Performance," in 1982.
In addition, Goode has made more than
a dozen records including works with the
Lincoln Center Chamber Music Society,
solo recordings of Schubert, Brahms and
Schumann as well as Mozart Concerti with
the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra.
As a guest soloist, Goode has appeared
with the New York Philharmonic, St. Louis
Symphony, San Francisco Symphony, National Arts Center Orchestra and Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra.
Tickets for the concert may be purchased
by calling 254-4242.

Seafood with splendor
by David Wunsch

The Waterfront Crabhouse, located at
2nd and Bowery on the lower east side of
New York City, supplies its patrons with
the finest seafood, atmosphere and cheer.
It's decor is purely nautic with a flare for
an old English Pub. The menu contains a
wide variety of seafood dishes ranging from
the basic surf and turf to calamari to various stuffed seafood platters.' It also has

many specials, including the one this writer
opted for, that is the $16 all-you-can-eat
lobster special.
My meal started with a platter of cherrystone clams reasonably priced at $4 for
a dozen. Each clam was very large in size
which is sometimes difficult to find at any
restaurant in the city. To wash down your
appetizers and entrees, you can choose from
Moosehead and Rolling Rock on tap.

NU MUSIC RECORDS
FULL LINE OF RECORDS
COMPACT DISCS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
IMPORTS & HARD TO FIND ALBUMS

Richard Goode in Oakroom tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

Moosehead was only a dollar more than the
far inferior Rolling Rock so I splurged for
the Moose. Next on the meal horizon was
the lobster: or should I say lobsters.
While I waited, or should I say we, I went
with numerous friends, (the way you should
too if you embark on a journey to the Waterfront), I was entertained oddly so by a host
of singers who doubled vas the waiters and
waitresses. They were all very good singers
and were backed by a band whose music
ranged from jazz to blues to folk. JohnJaques, who had an amazing resemblence
to James Brown, played the trumpet like
the great Satchmo. Keyboards and percussion added to the enjoyable horn to make
the mouth-watering wait for lobster seem
like nothing.
Before I knew it, a 2-pound lobster sat
in front of me. I finished it and had another,
and another and some more before the night
was through. By virtue of this restaurant
trying to make a little money off its' customers, your 2-pound lobster is followed
by 1-pounders each time you ask for
another. For the non-seafood lover, there
is also a host of steaks, chops and prime
rib on the menu for you all.
The last lobster entered my stomach and

strangely enough, I found room for an intriguing dessert called a "Bocci Ball". It is
a ball of vanilla and chocolate ice cream covered with a very special house chocolate
syrup, nuts, whipped cream and a cherry
on the top. The house syrup was tremendous and it is the main feature of this treat.
While I waited for my "Bocci Ball", I was
again entertained by the singing waiters and
waitresses and by various customers who
tried their luck at the microphone. Dessert
came and quickly left for my mouth.
For the true lobster lover, the special is
a great way to get at as many lobsters as
possible without mortgaging your home.
I'm sorry to say that when I go back I won't
try the other fine dishes because I love lobster but my colleagues who went with me
to the Waterfront Crabhouse assure me that
their meals were delightful. Go, enjoy the
food and the unique atmosphere provided
by a host of talented waiters and waitresses
who perform two jobs. Listen to JohnJaques and his band but most of all bring
an appetite for the lobster special or
whatever. The Waterfront Crabhouse is an
excellent placeYor friends to enjoy food and
to have an all-out great time.

333-5919

2987 Fairfield Ave., Black Rock, CT
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Summer '86 undergraduate and graduate offerings at the
C. W. Post campus as well as Long Island University
Campuses in Brentwood and Southampton.
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SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

Long Island University

Please send
Summer '86 Bulletin

C.W. Post Campus

I am most interested in:
□ Undergraduate
O May

D June

D Day

O Evening
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□ Graduate

D July

Green vale. NY 11548
Name
Address

D Weekend

DC.w. Post
□ Brentwood
O Southampton
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Phone(
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Crosswords
iir Explosion

1342 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, CT 16430
(203) 259-5550

"DYNAMITE STYLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN'
A FULL SERVICE UNISEX SALON

Dear Student,
HAIR EXPLOSION is a full service salon that has been serving Fairfield University for
8 years now. We are just one mile away, opposite Duchess and McDonald's on the traffic
circle, next door to Goodyear Tire.
We use the latest techniques in precision haircutting, perms, highlighting and color.
We have a standing policy to Fairfield U. students. When you show your student card to
our receptionist, she will automatically deduct $5.00* from a wash, cut and blow-dry. We
know money is tight for students, but we still want you to look as good as possible.
We believe you get what you pay for. We don't advertise a very low price and then charge
extra for a conditioner, or for the shampoo, or for a blow-dry. We do professional work at
competive prices by experienced stylists, not someone who just got out of school yesterday.
Why not make an appointment today or stop in for a free consultation. Just call 259-5550
Tues.-Sat., 9:00 to 5:00, Thursday nights till 7:00.

See
solution
next
week

♦Excluding Larry

HWGHCUT
OF FAIRFIELD

2173 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield
335-0079

"We Have What Fits"
20% OFF With This Ad
Monday - Friday 10-8
Saturday 10-6
Sunday 12-5
{Not valid on sale items)

Guys and Girls
L'mit one per customer

Expires 5-31-86

© 1984 United Feature Syndicate

College Press Service

DOWN

ACROSS
1 Strain lor
breath
5 Snare
9 Cry of dove
12 Hebrew month
13 Rant
14 Unit ot electrical
resistance
15 Dismiss Irom
oflice
17 Bone
18 Inlet
19 Ward off
21 Singing voice
23 Caused to
remember
27 Concerning
28 Choice part
29 Armed conflict
31 Gratuity
34 Chinese distance measure
35 Stitch
37 Encountered
39 Compass point

40
42
44
46
48
50
53
54
55
57
61
62
64
65
66
67

Sweet potato
Uncooked
Box
Latin
conjunction
Outward
behavior
Courtyard
Care lor
Hawaiian
wreath
Pronoun
Emits vapor
Exist
Turns around
track
Disturbance
Rocky hill
Remain
Kill

1 Long, slender
32 Toward and
lish
within
2 Fruit drink
33 Equal
„ 3 Everybody's
36 Small lump
uncle
38 Merchants
4 Gains
41 One's
5 Inclination
profession
6 Sun god
43 Damp
7 Time gone by
45 Article
8 Nuisance
47 Agave plant
9 Musical
49 Untidy
instrument
50 Real estate map
10 A state
51 Danish island
11 Mr. Khayyam
52 Night birds
16 Thin sheet of
56 Consume
wood
58 Be ill
20 Condensed
59 Extinct flightless
moisture
bird
22 Teutonic deity 60 Pigpen
23 Depend on
63 Parent: colloq.
24 Lamb's pen
name
25 Note ol scale
26 Obstruct
30 Lately
developed

An Evening with NASA Astronaut

Charles "Pete"
Conrad
Campus Center
Oak Room
Wednesday March 26,1986
8:00 p.m.
Tickets $3.00 Students
$5.00 Public
See insert in today's paper for more information
jip .-r-,.
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You Hadda Believe
Continued from pages 8 & 9

or Niagara-like upset were not to be as
Washington, Seikaly and Company proved
too much for the Red and White.
However it was as if the Stags became
fueled by ths defeat. Chapter Four was entitled "Put Up or Shut Up". This was the
novel's critical juncture. Of the next 10
games, 9 were against MAAC opponents.
Separating the men from the boys and all
that stuff. jThis section would answer some
critical questions. Would Buonaguro's
coaching methods pay dividends? Would
the Stags play good basketball at a consistent level? Would they step to the league
forefront or become mired in the MAAC
muck? Was this year be different from season's past or would futility once again rear
its ugly head? And how many licks does it
take to get to the center of a Tootsie Pop?
Fairfield silenced a majority of their critics with a scintillating 61-57 win over the
Explorers of LaSalle. What made the win
so sweet was that it had been the first time
in 18 years that the Stags came away with
a W from the Palestra. Buonaguro's Boys
overcame a 14-3 deficit just five minutes
into the game. With 8 ticks left in the game
Fairfield was up by two, courtesy of a pair
of A.J. Wynder charity stripers. Freshman
forward Tom Squeri was fouled and went
to the line for a one-and-one. Squeri is two
inches taller than Yerina yet 20 pounds
lighter. When Andy Woodtli's ankles left
him virtually useless following the Syracuse
game, the Stags needed a backup forjthe
big men. Squeri was equal to the task. The
cocky freshman refused to back down from
bigger opponents and took some questionable shots. In the LaSalle game Squeri
loomed large with 9 rebounds. However
back to those free throws. After LaSalle
called two cosecutive time outs in an attempt to rattle the freshman, Squeri was
nothing but net to insure a Fairfield victory.
After the Stags thwarted a Lehigh comeback, St. Peter's came to town to return a
favor. George was the man of the hour netting the game winning hoop and blocking
Kevin Boyle's last second attempt to tie the
game. But something funny was going on.
For the first time since the glory days of
the 70's, the 3022 seat Alumni Hall sold out.
For the final six home games a seat 3022
seat Alumni Hall sold out. For the final six
home games a seat could not be found.
Then it happened. A beast which many
thought to be extinct had been brought back
to life. For when the hated Fordham Rams
entered Alumni Hall on January 18, 1986,
they faced a foe that no zone defense could
stop. It wore red and white make-up and
donned a shirt of crimson. It had antlers on
its head. It roared loudly and brought fear
into the hearts of opponents. For on that one
glorious wintery afternoon, STAGMANIA
had been reborn.
Maybe it was a case of jumping on the
bandwagon. Everybody, you know, loves
a winner. So what. The fact was, IT was
back. IT stormed the court following the
Fordham game. This storming of the court
would become one of ITs favorite pastimes.
IT gave the Stags a suit of armor that protected it from opponents. IT travelled to
faraway places like New Rochelle, Manhattan, East Rutherford, the Bronx, and of
course, Charlotte. IT stormed past Brendan Byrne security guards. IT ripped down
nets. IT sang songs. IT spelled words aloud. '
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IT danced to Johnny B. Goode. IT waved
goodbye to other teams. IT made fun of fat
centers and excellent shooters who couldn't
score in the first half of championship
games.IT gave low fives. IT ate goldfish.
IT made banners. IT required 15 busses to
go to Madison Square Garden. It carried

the heartbreaking loss, the Stag fans were
on their feet, letting Iona know who was
still "Number 1."
The Fordham game in the Bronx provided the Stag faithful with a few anxious moments. Thirteen minutes into the second
half Fairfield was down by six, in danger
of losing MAAC game number 2.
However, as a packed Rose Hill gym began to reverberate in anticipation of an up-

These sixteen men, not to forget the one below, are responsible for putting the basketball
[Photo by Joe Draper]
program "Back on Track"

players on ITs shoulders. IT lit bonfires in
the quad. IT got on national T.V. It wore
VITALE headbands. IT included Herb.
And IT drank a whole bunch of beer.
STAGMANIA, as the headline of the Mirror would blare, became a force to be reckoned with.
The Stag's 55-53 victory over Fordham
was its first since the MAAC was formed,
breaking an 0-10 jinx. The game was yet
another close call. When a Yerina lay up
was counted as goaltending, the Stags had
a one point lead. Eric Brooks'jump shot fell
through a second too late as Stag fans' heartbeats returned to normal.
Next came a shocker. The stags manhandled the usually strong Iona Gaels by 25.
The entire bench got into a game which included several fast break baskets as common to Stag basketball as masculinity is to
Prince. Then the Stags won their first game
at the Garden in 11 years, dealing a loss
to the Cross 74-61. Army surrendered
70-59. The Stags hit a pothole when they
suffered their only conference defeat at the
hands of Iona. It was one of the few close
contests the Stags would drop all year.
However, following the loss a strange scene
occurred. It was like when everybody in
Hooville started singing even though the
Grinch stole Christmas. For when Iona
departed for the locker room their ears
caught an unfamiliar sound wave. Despite

set, the conference's supreme being took
matters into his own hands. While George

played Clark Kent in a 4 point first half,
he found a phone booth just as the Stags
were about to go under. Tony scored 14
points in a row and 18 of the Stags' final
23, to silence Fordham and the crowd,
55-47. Chapter Four came to a triumphant
close when Jeff Gromos hit a pair of freebies with :03 left to give the home team a
55-53 come-from behind victory against
LaSalle.
By this time the Stags were 18-5 and a
nation began to take notice. Stories appeared in the New York Times, USA Today, and the Belgian Chronicle. Buonaguro
was being hailed as one of America's top
rookie coaches. George was a strong AllAmerican candidate. Many marvelled at
this miraculous turnaround. But there was
more to come.
Chapter Five featured the service academy doubleheader. Midshipmen David
Robinson had a Meadowlands Arena record
25 rebounds as Navy handed Fairfield its
final regular season defeat, 78-53. The
Stags then crushed Army in West Point at
the new sports facility in West Point, 73-55,
and squeaked by New Hampshire 65-63.
The Stags final home game was a
memorable one. For George and Yerina,
it meant saying goodbye to a place they had
spent a major chunk of the last 4 years. In
addition the Stags needed a victory to reach
the 20-win plateau. Well against the Jaspers
of Manhattan, Yerina had his best collegiate game, netting 32 while picking up 12
rebounds. And Tony George became King
George when he hit two free throws at the
1:18 mark of the second half to put him into
first place on the Stag scoring chart. For
the first time all year the Stags went over
the century mark with a 104-79 victory. In
the regular season finale George, Gromos,
and Yerina all had at least 20 as Holy Cross
succumbed at home. This victory made
Willie Nelson's 'On the Road Again' a
strong contender for Stag Hoop theme song.
The Stags were an unblemished 12-0 on the
road this season, tops in the nation. The
Stags lost 3 at home and 3 more at neutral
arenas.
Even though the Stags had become only
Continued on page 16
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home of the Gvfros

Great Food At Great Prices

Have Our Delicious Food
Delivered Directly
To Your Room
Experience Our:
Hot & Cold Deli Sandwiches Gyros
Hot & Cold Grinders • Crispy Salads
Delicious Pizza
Try Our Famous Cheese Steak Grinders
COUPON

| Buy 2 Small Pizzas
Get 3rd One FREE
(Offer expires 4/4/86)

COUPON

50$ Off
Offer expires 4/4/86

259-1960
1342 KINGS HIGHWAY CUT-OFF, FAIRFIELD
Buonaguro's intense personality on the court has rubbed off on his players.
(Photo by Joe Draper]

i

Europa's Triple Decker I
Club Sand. Platter I

(Directly Across From Carvel, Near McDonalds)
STOP IN AND SEE US

I
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Sports
Magical Mystery Tour Ends
Illinois outguns Fairfield in Stags' NCAA debut, 75-51
Tony George passes 2,000 point mark (2,006)
by Dave DeFusco

The gym is empty. There stands in the
solitude and darkness of Alumni Hall a
large wooden structure, some thirty feet
high. It has greeted incoming class after incoming class to it's spacious den for decades. It has withstood the pounding of feet,
and endured the collective weight of countless student body's. It has witnessed and
shared in defeat, concelebrated and rejoiced
in victory, and now its accordian-like
bleachers have been packed away for yet
another season, waiting for another
November when it will emerge out of its
seven month hibernation.
These are no ordinary bleachers. In them
contain the sounds and smells of basketball
seasons gone by. It is a silent witness- the
bearer of truth.
If one listens closely, a highlight film in
sound will echo from the worn, wooden
panels- a bone crunching rebound, chants
of'NCAA', shouting from past coaches. It's
all there, filed away, accessible to only
those with Red and White blood.
If one stays long enough, the 1985-86
Stags basketball with all its impossibledream intensity and emotion will spill out.
It may not seem obviou\ at first, but if
you lean back and listen intently, it becomes
pretty clear.
We were lucky. We had the chance to not
only participate in the dramatic turnaround
of our basketball program, but we experienced a revival of emotional spirit and
pride which for five months made this campus one. We witnessed the transformation
of a troupe of undisciplined, out-of-shapc
individual basketball players to a fundamentally sound, lean, aggressive team where
roles were defined and trust in the program
was established. "The first time I watched
the team play, I felt maybe I should take
the next train back to Villanova. There
wasn't any pride there. I gotta give the kids
credit, though, I put them through hell,"
said Buonaguro during a pregame interview.
Yeah, the Stags lost by 24 points to the
Illini, but it really didn't matter. Hell, the
Stags had made the NCAA's.
For thirty minutes Fairfield dug down
and gave it their Sunday best. But lack of
depth and the sharp outside shooting of Illinois backcourt, Anthony Welch and Tony
Wysinger, would wear down the Stag quintet which played a total of 184 minutes
(Gromos, Wynder, & George played 40
min. each).
The Stags finished the season at 24-7.
The game plan focused on shutting down
the inside game of Illinois which featured
Ken Norman and Efrem Winters. They succeeded (Norman 13 pts.. Winters 5 pts.),
but what they didn't expect was the bulls
eye performances of Welch (11 for 16, 22
pts.) and Wysinger (6 for 8, 12 pts.). The
pair successfully shot over the zone. "I told
the kids the key to winning was to take away

You Hadda Believe
Continued from page 15

the fouth team in the last 19 years to go from
last in their conference to first in just one
season, it was not enough. Twenty-one
regular season victories just didn't cut it.
This complete turnaround orchestrated by
this new coach and a revitalized team didn't
surface. After seven years without a winning campaign, the fans wanted more. After all the excitement, the fun and the wins.

their inside game. We did a good job with
that, but then Welch hits every shot. He
played great," said a helpless Buonaguro.
However the Stags hung tough despite
their lack of depth. With 10 minutes left the
Stags were trailing 48-40 to the fourthseeded Illini, and deep down there was a
glimmer of hope in every F.U. fan. But the
Stags shot 43 percent from the floor (19 for
44) and weren't allowed any second shotsthey had four offensive rebounds. This enabled the McCaffrey-taught Illini outside
scoring machine to reel off eight straight
points enroute to a 19-7 blitz which finished
the game and the season for Fairfield. "I
was concerned about depth going into the
tournament. We used only one sub, and I
think in the last ten minutes that showed,"
said Buonaguro.
Offense wasn't the only asset of Illinois'.
Bruce Douglas, a 6'3" senior, put the clamps
on Tony George (5 for 13, 10 pts.). Said
a praising George,"He was in my face
everytime I got the ball."However, A.J.
Wynder, who played a very good game,
despite being guarded by the 6'8" Welch
drained four of six shots and ended with 12
points. Gromos, who not only had a fine
effort but should be applauded for playing
center when actually he's a forward, scored
16 points and grabbed 6 rebounds.
Yerina, who was the beneficiary of
some questionable calls (after watching college refs more intensely this season, I must
conclude that they stink), and finally fouled
out with 2:36 left went 5 for7 for 13 points.
The Stags jumped to early leads of 6-4
and 14-12 with 11:07 left in the first half,
but that would be the last time on the plus
side. With Fairfield down 22-18, Illinois
ran off a 12-4 spurt that sent them in the
lockerroom down twelve, 34-22.
The Stags would make their final assault
on Mt. Illini in the second half. Six minutes
into the half a George dipsy-doo in the lane,
a Yerina follow on a rare offensive board,
and a Gromos train ride to the hoop cut the
deficit to six, 40-34, with 14 minutes left
in the game. The momentum dissipated
quickly, though, as a Tony George jumper
defiantly rolled off the rim which would
have cut the Illinois lead to four. Instead
a quick 10 ft. baseline jumper by center Ken
Norman increased the margin to eight.
Down eight with ten minutes left, the Illini
exposed the Stags' lack of depth with fast
break layups pushing the deficit into double digits for the rest of the game. "We were
not getting back as fast as we were in the
beginning of the game,"said Pat Yerina, his
last game in Red & White uniform. "I
thought we played very well and represented our conference and school very well,"
said a proud Buonaguro.
This pen has run out of ink. You have
read, seen, and witnessed almost everything
that can be said about The Turnaround. It
has spawned memories that will be repeated at reunions, each time told with a little
more melodrama. Now it's time to just sit
back and savor it.

there was something missing. They needed a championship. So it was on to the
playoffs.
Stagmania took a break in the opening
round as Fairfield disposed of Manhattan
in a formality 80-56. In the semis the Stags
were paired against the dangerous Peacocks. In two previous meetings the Stags
had beaten Peters twice by a whopping total of 3 points. What's more, it someone told
you that Yerina and George, the two leaders and workhorses would combine for a
measley 17 points, you would have guessed

Fourth-seeded Manhattan Jaspers outlasts fifth-seeded
Lady Stags, 74-66, in MAAC tourney.
Dana Pellegrino & Tasia Turkalo make MAAC
All-Second Team
By Lisa Pleban

The Lady Stags finished out their basketball season by dropping a 74-66 decision
to fourth seated Manhattan College in the
first round of the playoffs at Holy Cross.
The Stags were seated fifth in the tournament.
Manhattan was sparked by junior Stacey
Jack who recorded a triple double with
14points, 12 assists and 11 rebounds.
Fairfield led 33-30 at the half, but a 10-2
run in the second half easily allowed the
Jaspers to take the lead for good. A Trish
Barrett 15 foot jumper brought the Lady
Stags within 4 with a minute left. The
Jaspers, however, were able to convert 6
of 8 freethrows down the stretch to clinch
the win.
Dana Pellegrino led all Fairfield scorers
with 14 points and 8 assists, while Pam
Rivers and Tasia Turkalo followed with 12

and 10 points, respectively.
This was Fairfield's first loss in the first
round of the MAAC tourney in three years,
but the Lady Stags did finish their fifth consecutive winning season with a ledger of
15-14.
Stag Shorts. . . The super
sophomore duo of Dana Pellegrino and Tasia Turkalo was placed ninth on the allMAAC second team. Pellegrino placed
ninth on the MAAC overall scoring list
while Turkalo placed tenth. Together the
5-6 guard and 6-1 forward accounted for
45 percent of the Lady Stags scoring. In addition, Pellegrino was fourth in the league
in assists (4.6 a game) while Turkalo was
second in field goal percentage (52 percent) ... Co-Captain Pam Rivers placed
fourth in the MAAC in the rebounding
department (7.8 per game). .. Freshman
Patty Costa was placed on the MAAC's AllRookie team. She owns a 6.7 points per
game average.

DeFusco bids adieu
This week marks the last issue that I will
be editor of the Sports section. On March
24th, the newly elected editor-in-chief will
pick a new sports editor.
As editor I have realized that the two most
precious resources, time and people, to do
a completely thorough job are lacking. The
pressures of schoolwork and other commitments do not make volunteer writing for the
newspaper attractive.
That is why I propose that credits be
awarded to future editors, not just sports,
to enhance the quality of the publication.

In closing I would also like to say that
although you readers have no basis of comparison, you read a quality newspaper
produced by students who are sincerely
dedicated to doing a good job. The
newspaper consumes many hours in a
week- a full-time job for many on the staff.
I hope you realize this and appreciate the
effort.
Read the paper. Get involved in it and
make it better. It will be one of the most
rewarding experiences in your four years
here.

that in its date destiny, Fairfield got stood
up. However the question mark became an
exclamation point and propelled the Stags
into the championship.
Next came a shocker. The stags manhandled the usually strong Iona Gaels by 25.
The entire bench got into a game which included several fast break baskets as common to Stag basketball as masculinity is to
Prince. Then the Stags won their a 45-all
tie and lent creedence to Buonaguro's claim,
'If we're going to win this tournament, it'll
be up to Jeff.'
The Stags had now come too far to let
some hot shot marksman and a 12-17 team
end their dream. They weren't about to let
the 1800 fans who had trekked to New Jersey go home dissapointed. In what was arguably the biggest game in the history of
Fairfield University basketball, the school's
best player showed why he, not McCaffrey,
was the Player of the Year, arenas.
Tony outscored him 27-25.jFairfield
opened up a 17 point lead in the second half,
but wanted to keep the fans in their seats.
With the 'N-C-A-A' chants growing in
decibel level, the Crusaders made a run.
They got to within three with 6 seconds left,
but Yerina was fouled and the rest they say
is history.
Fairfield beat Holy Cross and their 23
other opponents because they were a team
and not a player. Statistically, George and
Yerina led the way.; When Fairfield was in
a jam. it usually went to their two seniors.
George could seemingly fill the whole at
will and is expected to go fairly high in the
upcoming NBA draft. Yerina's turnaround
keyed the Stag success. He shed pounds and
assumed leadership in his last year. Perhaps
the conference's best all-around player, he
was tops in field goal percentage, second
in rebounds, and sixth in scoring. However

don't expect graduation to make the Stags
a cellar dwellar next year.
Iona coach Pat Kennedy called Ed Golden the one player he'd take from Fairfield
if given the opportunity. Army coach Les
Wothke called him 'the straw that stirs the
drink.' A 102 degree fever in the semifinal
against St. Pete's didn't keep him from playing 37 minutes.
Dick Vitale called A.J. Wynder " the
most talented player on the club." A.J., who
finished second in the conference in assists
and steals, unselfishly gave up his role of
a scorer to play a more team-oriented
game.;"The Juice", who has been known
to electrify the crowd with his dunks, will
play a prominent role next year.
It was sort of sad to see the Stags reduced
to mere college basketball players last Friday. As the season progressed, we had
come to view the Men in Red as superhuman. Even though Bob Coleman was posting up inside or Jim McCaffrey was
launching from downtown, something
made you believe that Fairfield couldn't
lose. Be it at the Palestra or Rose Hill, the
Garden or the Meadowlands, the Stags
would come out on top. A.J. would come
up with the big steal. Eddie would make the
perfect pass. Pat would get just high
enough. And Tony and almost were contradictory terms. It was special in a way the
Kentucky, North Carolina, and UCLA fans
can never know. For years we were awful
and suddenly we were given a brand new
toy; a winner. It may be some time before
we forget this awesome year. Who can forget Mitch on that ladder cutting the last
strand of net into the New Jersey night?
Miracle Mitch had used 12 young men to
craft a best seller. For one beautiful year,
the dream was that of a championship, and
it certainly was sweet.

